Postoperative management: type I and III endoleaks.
The purpose of this article is to help the reader understand the importance of imaging findings and treatment strategies for type I and III endoleaks. Although the appearance of these leaks on computed tomography can be somewhat unremarkable and similar in appearance to type II endoleaks, it is critically important for the treating physician to make the correct diagnosis, as these endoleak types signify an incompletely treated aneurysm. Once the diagnosis of a type I or III endoleak is made, the next step in treatment is to identify the cause of the endoleak. Incomplete initial graft expansion, further arterial dilation, endograft migration, component separation, and tears within the graft fabric are all possible causes of type I and III endoleaks. A combination of computed tomography, plain film radiography, and diagnostic angiography may be necessary to make the diagnosis and identify the underlying cause of the complication. Once all of these factors have been determined, a decision has to be made of whether the endoleak can be treated through additional endovascular means or if endovascular therapy has failed for the patient, making open surgical revision necessary to treat the aneurysm. Illustrative cases of all endoleak types and their treatments are the focus of this article.